Abstract. SMACK and Corral are two components of a modular toolchain for verifying C programs. Together they exploit state-of-the-art compiler technologies and theorem provers to simplify and dispatch verification conditions. Corral [2] is a verifier for the Boogie IVL which views programs as control flow over any SMT-encodable expression language. Corral delegates semantic reasoning to SMT solvers, and in minimizing syntactic program assumptions, it is compatible with any theory supported by the underlying solvers.
2 Software Architecture Figure 1 depicts the SMACK+Corral architecture. We leverage the LLVM 1 compiler's Clang C language family frontend to generate LLVM IR, an assembly-like language in single static assignment (SSA) form targeted by frontends for a diverse spectrum of languages (e.g., Java, JavaScript, Haskell, Erlang, Fortran) which is a convenient representation for code optimization. We then exploit LLVM to perform several code optimizations including control-flow graph simplification, constant propagation, and memory-to-register promotion. Collectively these optimizations can substantially simplify the source C program with fewer control locations and memory operations. SMACK translates from the LLVM IR to the Boogie intermediate verification language (IVL). The Boogie IVL is a simple imperative language with well-defined, clean, and mathematically-focused semantics which is a convenient representation for software verifiers. Internally, SMACK leverages LLVM pointer-aliasing analyses to construct effective encodings of pointer and memory operations into Boogie, e.g., to avoid encoding program memory as one single array expression, which would be difficult for back-end verifiers to reason about.
Corral attempts to prove reachability of assertion violations in the Boogie program generated by SMACK lazily, in a goal-directed manner, to reduce pressure on the underlying theorem prover. Corral abstracts the input program via variable abstraction, attempting to identify a minimal set of global variables impacting the verification condition, and stratified inlining, attempting to identify a minimal unrolling of program loops and recursion impacting the verification condition. When necessary, Corral refines these abstractions by tracking additional global variables and further unrolling.
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Approach
Speaking generally, the main incentives of our approach are modularity and the exploitation of scalable technologies. Sourcing LLVM IR exploits a rapidly-growing frontier of LLVM frontends, encompassing a diverse set of languages including C/C++, Java, Haskell, Erlang, Python, Ruby, Ada, and Fortran. In addition, we benefit from code simplifications made by LLVM's optimizer, including constant propagation and CFG simplification, as well as readily-available analyses, including LLVM's pointer analyses. SMACK's translation to Boogie IVL exploits a canonical platform which simplifies the implementation of verifiers like Corral due to Boogie's minimal syntax and mathematically-focused expression language. Finally, by cleverly exploiting the power of efficient satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers, Corral is able to scale up to complex verification queries on large programs. The general weaknesses of our approach are currently the limited support for proving programs correct, and the limited support for certain C-language features such as floating-point and bitwise operations.
Our SV-COMP 2015 submission 2 contains a prebuilt Linux binary without external dependencies, and is run by invoking the top-level script smack-svcomp.sh. The following command line options should be provided for SV-COMP benchmarks:
--outputdir specifies a path where temporary files are generated; --errorwitness specifies the file name for an output error witness; --m64 must be set on 64-bit benchmarks, such as Device Drivers Linux 64-bit. Note: We preprocess SV-COMP benchmarks by removing #N-source-lines, #pragma, and #line, since tokenization breaks otherwise. The SV-COMP error witness checker must do the same for token numbers to match. We provide a simple Python script called replacer.py with our binary to perform this transformation. 
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